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Abstract The mesoscale eddies of which parameterization is needed in coarse-resolution ocean models
include not only the transient eddies akin to baroclinic instability but also the stationary eddies associated
with topography. By applying a modified Lorenz-type decomposition to the eddy-permitting Southern
Ocean State Estimate, we show that the stationary mesoscale eddies contribute a significant part to the total
eddy kinetic energy, eddy enstrophy, and the total eddy-induced isopycnal thickness and potential vorticity
fluxes. We find that beneath middepth (about 1000m) the upgradient eddy fluxes, or so-called “negative”
eddy diffusivities, are mainly attributed to the stationary mesoscale eddies, whereas the remaining transient
eddy diffusivity is positive, for which the Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterization scheme applies
well. A quantitative method of measuring the anisotropy of eddy diffusivity is presented. The effect of
stationary mesoscale eddies is one of major sources responsible for the anisotropy of eddy diffusivity. We
suggest that an independent parameterization scheme for stationary mesoscale eddies may be needed for
coarse-resolution ocean models, although the transient eddies remain the predominant part of mesoscale
eddies in the oceans.

1. Introduction

The role of stationary eddies in meridional oceanic overturning circulation and heat transport in ocean basins
and the Southern Ocean has long been realized [e.g., MacCready and Rhines, 2001]. Recent studies have
stressed the importance of standing waves in the possible response of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
(ACC) to changing westerly wind stress due to decadal variability or anthropogenic climate change. Dufour
et al. [2012] and Zika et al. [2013] found that the existence of stationary eddies may explain the insensitivity
of the ACC to wind stress forcing in eddying ocean models, and Thompson and Naveira-Garabato [2014]
noted that the standing meanders in the ACC may reorganize strong eddy activities that relax isopycnals into
a small number of meanders, whereas in broad regions, the eddies weaken when wind stress steepens the iso-
pycnals. Abernathey and Cessi [2014] found that topography-induced stationary waves may intensify baroclinic
instability and transient eddies locally while suppressing the latter in other regions, but generally, eddies lead
more efficiently to “baroclinic equilibration” and a shallower thermocline when topography is present.

However, the stationary eddies, which are generally defined as the anomaly from the zonal mean, refer only
to large-scale (or resolved-scale) stationary eddies in coarse-resolution models. Indeed, even for eddying
models, examination of the role of the aforementioned stationary eddies or meanders is mainly focused
on the large-scale eddies that reorganize the transient mesoscale eddies akin to baroclinic instability, i.e.,
how stationary eddies may affect the location, intensity, and vertical/horizontal scales of baroclinic eddies
and affect eddy-mean flow interactions.

Almost all of the existing schemes since Gent and McWilliams [1990, GM90 hereafter] are based on the theory of
baroclinic instability and baroclinic eddy-mean flow interactions with little attention paid on the role of station-
ary mesoscale eddies. Here we will show that the stationary mesoscale eddies play nonnegligible role in eddy
fluxes and in eddy diffusivity and should be taken into consideration in mesoscale eddy parameterization.

When diagnosing eddy diffusivity from eddy-resolving models, a “negative” eddy diffusivity has been always
found and has caused some confusion in physical interpretations. Theoretically, it was realized that the eddy
thickness/potential vorticity (PV) fluxes may be upgradient in some regions based on the equations for thickness
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variance or enstrophy, and hence the eddy diffusivity coefficient could be negative [Rhines and Holland, 1979;
Treguier et al., 1997]. Rhines and Holland [1979] and Holland and Rhines [1980] emphasized that upgradient eddy
fluxes must be expected when or where eddy activity is decaying. Fox-Kemper et al. [2013] noted that some
negative elements in a diffusive tensor with positive eigenvalue are not a concern for a numerical model, and
Bachman and Fox-Kemper [2013] found that negative diffusivity could be largely removed by usingmultiple con-
servative tracers to determine the elements of the transport tensor. Eden et al. [2007] proposed that the negative
diffusivity could be avoided by decomposing the eddy flux into rotational and divergent parts by introducing a
gauge flux, but Fox-Kemper et al. [2003] noted that the decomposition is indeterminate due to the arbitrariness in
the decomposition of boundary conditions for bounded areas.

Although upgradient transport of thickness or PV is not unusual in observations and simulations of the atmo-
sphere [Birner et al., 2013] and ocean [Holland and Rhines, 1980], negative diffusivity may only be an artifact
caused by an assumption of the local proportional relationship between the eddy flux and gradient of the
thickness or the tracers such as PV. Indeed, negative eddy diffusivities may result from the nonlocality of the
flux-gradient relation, for example, due to the advection of thickness variance and enstrophy [Rhines and
Holland, 1979], and hence not necessarily represent the existence of counterdiffusion processes [Treguier
et al., 1997; Bachman and Fox-Kemper, 2013].

In this paper we will show that the negative eddy diffusivity, or more correctly the countergradient eddy flux,
beneath the middepth (beneath about 1000m) is mainly caused by the stationary mesoscale eddy fluxes and
is therefore physically meaningful and important. Additionally, the stationary mesoscale eddy fluxes also
contribute to a considerable part of the countergradient eddy fluxes in the upper mixed layer. Therefore, it
is important to correctly include the countergradient eddy fluxes in eddy parameterization.

The paper is organized as follows. The methodology and data are presented in section 2, which is followed by
an analysis of the results in section 3, and section 4 presents the conclusions and discussion.

2. Methodology and Data
2.1. Averaging Method

The averaging and decomposition of the mean and eddy fields are in the isopycnal layers, although the
original reanalysis outputs are on the depth (or z) coordinate. The isopycnal diffusivity tensor has only four
elements, and it can be more easily decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric parts without the need
of multiple tracers [Fox-Kemper et al., 2013]; however, the nonconservative processes of the tracers, such as
the source and sink of the tracer in the mixed layer, may affect the estimate of eddy diffusivity.

In the literature, the decomposition of the mean and eddy is based on either temporal or spatial (usually zonal)
averaging. The latter is usually used in the idealized zonal channel model [e.g., Bachman and Fox-Kemper, 2013].
Indeed, at the equilibrium state in a zonal channelmodel with no zonal asymmetry, the zonal average is equiva-
lent to the temporal average. However, this is not the case in models of basins and zonal channels with zonal
asymmetry, such as the Southern Ocean, because the zonal asymmetry in the circulation or in the topography
plays an essential role in eddy-mean flow interactions in these cases [Holland and Rhines, 1980]. For the practice
of parameterization in coarse-resolution models, the averaging should be both zonal and meridional (or box
car) averages over the model grid points, whereas most of the theories are based on the temporal average
[McDougall and McIntosh, 1996].

In formulating the mesoscale eddy parameterization based on eddy-mean flow interactions, usually only one par-
ticular average, either spatial or temporal, is used to represent themean, whereas the anomaly is the eddy part. The
decomposition of eddy and mean flows does not distinguish transient and stationary eddies but considers only
transient eddies akin to baroclinic instability, on which various GM90-type parameterization schemes are based.

Here we propose to further decompose the mesoscale eddies into transient and stationary parts, following
the classical circulation decomposition [Lorenz, 1967] that has long been used in the atmospheric commu-
nity. We use an overbar (�) and prime (′) to represent the temporal mean and anomaly, and an angular
bracket (<>) and star (*), the spatial (box car) mean and anomaly, respectively. The temporal mean is defined
as the annual mean, and hence the low-frequency variability with the time scale longer than 1 year is also
included in the (quasi)stationary part. The spatial mean (< >) is the average over an area typical in coarse-
resolution models (we chose 3° × 3° to make the spatial ensemble statistics of the mesoscale eddies more
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reliable, but the results also hold for finer resolutions, e.g., 1° × 1°). Therefore, the variable (φ) in the eddy-
resolving reanalysis and model may be represented by

φ ¼ φ̄h i þ φh i’þ φ� þ φ’* ¼ φh i þ φ� þ φ’*; (1)

where hφi is the instantaneous, large-scale (i.e., the resolved scale in coarse-resolution models) φ and is the
sum of large-scale steady ( φh i) and transient (hφi ’) parts, whereas φ� and φ ’ * are stationary and transient
mesoscale eddies, respectively. Note thatϕ

�
for stationary mesoscale eddies is different from the zonal asym-

metric part of φh i. The latter represents the large-scale stationary eddies and has long been realized to play an
important role in meridional overturning circulation [e.g., Zika et al., 2013] and will disappear if a streamwise
average is used. It is the purpose of this paper to explore the importance of stationary mesoscale eddies in
ocean circulation using the modified Lorenz-type decomposition (equation (1)).

The total mesoscale eddy flux can then be easily obtained as the sum of stationary and transient mesoscale
eddy fluxes. In particular, the isopycnal eddy thickness flux and potential vorticity flux are

u�h�ρ
D E

¼ u�hρ
�D E

þ u′*h′*ρ

� �
and u�q�h i ¼ u�q�h i þ u′*q′*

D E
; (2)

where u represents the 2-D isopycnal flow, hρ is the isopycnal layer thickness, and q (= f/(ρ0hρ), f the Coriolis
parameter) is isopycnal potential vorticity (PV). The corresponding eddy diffusivities can be derived from the
eddy flux and mean gradient relationships:

u�h�ρ
D E

¼ �Kh∇ hρ
� �

; u�hρ
�D E

¼ �Kse
h ∇ hρ

� �
; u′*h′*ρ

� �
¼ �Kte

h ∇ hρ
� �

; and u�q�h i ¼ �Kq∇ qh i;

u�q�h i ¼ �Kse
q ∇ qh i; u′*q′*

D E
¼ �Kte

q ∇ qh i;
(3)

where K represents the isopycnal eddy transport tensor for the thickness (with subscript h) or PV (with sub-
script q), and the superscripts “se” and “te” represent the mesoscale stationary eddies and transient eddies,
respectively. It is clear from equation (2) and also has been verified by independent calculations that

Kh ¼ Kse
h þ Kte

h ; Kq ¼ Kse
q þ Kte

q : (4)

The four-element tensor K includes asymmetric and symmetric parts. Here we will mainly discuss the sym-
metric, Fickian diffusive part and also first assume that the diffusion is isotropic, an approximation adopted
by the mesoscale eddy parameterization schemes, and then the symmetric part of the tensor will be reduced
to a diffusivity coefficient, denoted as κ (κh,q, κseh;q and κteh;q, corresponding to the symmetric part of Kh,q, Kse

h;q

and Kte
h;q , respectively). Then, we will also discuss the anisotropy of the diffusivity tensor by presenting a

quantitative method for measuring the anisotropy. Thorough reviews of the eddy transport tensor and eddy
diffusivity may be found in Abernathey et al. [2013] and Fox-Kemper et al. [2013].

2.2. Data

A three year (2008–2010) pentad-averaged reanalysis data set from the Southern Ocean State Estimate
(SOSE) [Mazloff et al., 2010] was used in this study. SOSE is an eddy-permitting ocean reanalysis which assim-
ilates ocean observations into the 1/6° MITgcm [Marshall et al., 1997] with the domain being the Southern
Ocean. The original SOSE has 42 depth (z) levels ranging from the near surface to more than 5000m depth.
We projected the various fields to 32 potential density (isopycnal) surfaces (reference level at 2000m depth,
i.e., σ2) and the thickness of the isopycnal layers were calculated based on the depths of the isopycnal sur-
faces. The isopycnal PV was calculated first in the original model z levels then interpolated to the isopycnal
surface as in Lu and Speer [2010]. Eddy fluxes and the gradients of the mean thickness and PV fields were cal-
culated on each grid point of SOSE data, and then eddy diffusivity was obtained using least squares fitting,
over an area of 3° × 3° with 324 pairs of eddy fluxes and mean gradients on the 324 grid points centered
on the target grid point. Note that the isotropic diffusivity (κh and κq) was calculated by the least squares fit-
ting of eddy fluxes and mean gradients projected along the direction of mean gradients. Our estimate of the
eddy diffusivity has been verified by comparing with the eddy diffusivity obtained from recent observations
in the upstream of the Drake Passage [LaCasce et al., 2014]. We found that both have similar vertical struc-
tures, but our estimate is smaller, possibly because the SOSE reanalysis is eddy permitting and has used a
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relatively high viscosity to stabilize the backward adjoint computation, both resulting in weaker mesoscale
eddies in the SOSE reanalysis than in the actual observation.

3. Results

The vertically averaged total eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (Figure S1a in the supporting information) in the
Southern Ocean is the sum of the stationary and transient EKEs (Figures S1b and S1c). Although the transient
EKE comprises most of the total EKE, the stationary EKE in the Southern Ocean is not negligible, especially
over the regions associated with topography. The stationary EKE constitutes approximately 20–30% of the
total EKE in the Southern Ocean. Similarly, the decomposition of the enstrophy (q* 2/2) into transient and
stationary parts shows that both parts are important, although the transient enstrophy composes the larger
part of the total enstrophy (Figure S2).

Although the mesoscale stationary EKE is smaller than the transient EKE, the zonal average of mesoscale-
eddy-induced meridional isopycnal thickness (mass) transport and PV transport (Figures 1a and 1b) may
be equally attributed to the transports by the stationary eddies (Figures 1c and 1d) and by the transient
eddies (Figures 1e and 1f), although the transports show different vertical structures. The poleward eddy
thickness transport between 400m and 2000m depths (Figure 1a) is mainly due to the transient eddies,
consistent with Figure 4d of Marshall and Speer [2012], whereas Figure 1b shows that the stationary mesos-
cale eddies enhance the poleward thickness transport between 1500m and 3000m depths. Because the
transient thickness transport underneath around 37.1 kg/m3 (or 2000–3000m depth) is mainly northward
between 45°S and 65°S and is associated with the Antarctic Bottom Water [Speer et al., 2000], the stationary
mesoscale transport weakens the deep northward thickness transport while strengthening and deepening
the southward transport of the North Atlantic Deep Water.

The zonal mean of the isotropic eddy thickness diffusivity due to mesoscale eddies (κh, Figure 2a) shows an
enhanced surface eddy diffusivity at the north flank of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), consistent

Figure 1. The zonal mean of themeridional thickness transport (m5/(s kg)) due to the (a) total, (b) stationary, and (c) transient
mesoscale eddies; (d–f) The same as Figures 1a–1c but for the meridional PV flux (10�13 s�2). The planetary PV is
negative in the Southern Hemisphere. Mean isopycnal depths (400 m, 1000 m, 2000m, and 3000 m) are labeled, and the
black contours in Figures 1c and 1f are the smoothed zonal means of zonal velocity in cm/s.
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with the findings of Marshall et al. [2006]. There is also an enhanced eddy diffusivity at middepth (mainly
between 1000m and 2000m) underneath the jet core of the ACC (Figure 2a), consistent with Abernathey et al.
[2010] and Lu and Speer [2010]. The decomposition of the mesoscale eddy fluxes into the stationary and tran-
sient parts leads to a similar decomposition of the eddy diffusivity. However, in contrast to the contribution of
the stationary transport to the total transport, the zonal-averaged stationary eddy diffusivity (Figure 2b) is
much smaller than the transient eddy diffusivity (Figure 2c), with the latter contributing most of the total
eddy diffusivity, as seen in Figure 2a. This is similar to the case for the isotropic eddy diffusivity of PV (κq,
Figures 2d–2f). Figure 2 suggests that the eddy diffusivity due to transient eddies accounts for the greater
part (70–80%) of the eddy diffusivity, whereas the stationary eddy diffusivity accounts for 20–30% of the total
eddy diffusivity. What is the cause of the disparity between the relative roles of the stationary eddy diffusivity
and flux in their total counterparts? We found that both the antisymmetric part of stationary eddy transport
tensor and the anisotropy of the stationary eddy diffusivity contribute to the stationary eddy transport in
Figure 1b, except for the transport related to the isotropic and symmetric eddy diffusivity (Figure S3).

The zonal averagingmay also underestimate the role of stationarymesoscale eddy diffusivity and eddy fluxes in
the total eddy diffusivity and eddy fluxes, as observed in the spatial patterns of the thickness diffusivity in dif-
ferent depth ranges (Figure 3). Note that the depth range in Figure 3, over which the isopycnal eddy diffusivity
is averaged, corresponds to the mean depths of spatially (3° × 3°) and temporally averaged isopycnal surfaces.
We chose 350–450m, 1300–1600m, and 2500–3000m based on the vertical structures in Figure 2 to represent
themaximums of the eddy diffusivity in the mixed layer, middepths, and deeper layers. For themixed layer, the
eddy diffusivity is larger at the equatorial side of the ACC than on the south side, consistent with the surface
diffusivity of Marshall et al. [2006] and Eden [2006]. Figure 3 shows that the large-scale standing meanders of
the ACC jets impact the spatial patterns of both stationary and transient eddy diffusivities.

A salient feature in the mixed layer is the irregular appearance of the negative thickness diffusivity. The sta-
tionary component of the thickness diffusivity at 350–450m depths (Figure 3b) is not only weaker than the
total as seen in Figure 3a but is also less structured. Indeed, the stationary eddy diffusivity is large only near
the topographic feature in the Southern Ocean and also near the coast of the continents, and meanwhile, an

Figure 2. The zonal means of the thickness diffusivity (κh) due to the (a) total, (b) stationary, and (c) transient mesoscale
eddies. (d–f) The same as Figures 2a–2c but for the PV diffusivity (κq). Unit: 100m

2/s.
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unstructured negative κh also appears in Figure 3b. Eden [2006] proposed that the part of the negative κh is
related to the rotational part of eddy thickness flux. We found that the negative diffusivities in Figures 3b and
3c exist also in the relationship between the divergence of eddy fluxes (therefore, the rotational eddy flux is
excluded) and the Laplacian of the mean thickness field, and hence the negative diffusivity may not be
necessarily related to the rotational eddy flux.

Because the eddy diffusivity due to the transient mesoscale eddies (Figure 3c) is equal to the difference
between the total eddy diffusivity (Figure 3a) and the stationary-eddy-induced eddy diffusivity (Figure 3b),
we see that a considerable part of the negative eddy diffusivity in the total eddy diffusivity is associated with
the stationary mesoscale eddies. Indeed, the appearance of negative values in transient eddy diffusivity is lar-
gely reduced on the isopycnals within the mixed layer (Figure 3c) compared to the total eddy diffusivity in
Figure 3a. The joint probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the total κh versus the stationary and transient
κhs (Figure 3j, for 350–450m depth) quantitatively show that the stationary and transient eddies equally
contribute to the negative eddy diffusivity in the mixed layer.

The negative eddy diffusivity due to the transient eddies at 350–450m depth (Figure 3c) is mainly located
within the jet core of the ACC, suggesting that the transient eddies may enhance the ACC in the mixed layer

Figure 3. Thickness diffusivity (κh) due to the (a) total, (b) stationary, and (c) transient mesoscale eddies between 350
and 450m isopycnal depths; (d–f) the same as Figures 3a–3c but for κh between 1300 and 1600m isopycnal depths;
(g–i) the same as Figures 3a–3c but for κh between 2500 and 3000m isopycnal depth. Unit: 100m2/s. The joint PDFs
of the total κh versus the stationary κh (shadings) and transient κh (contours) for depths between 350 and (j) 450m,
(k) between 1300 and 1600m, and (l) between 2500 and 3000m. The ordinate is for the total κh (m

2/s) and the abscissa for
the stationary or transient κh (m2/s).
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through upgradient transport of thickness. This is similar to the case for the PV (figures not shown). Rhines and
Holland [1979] and Holland and Rhines [1980] have shown that a countergradient eddy transport of PV and
thickness, or negative eddy diffusivity if the linear flux-gradient relationship is assumed, must be expected
when and where eddy activity is decaying or the source term is directly involved, based on the budget of
the enstrophy or thickness variance. Note that a similar negative eddy diffusivity is also found at the polar
flank of atmospheric jets near the tropopause [Birner et al., 2013].

At middepths (about 1300–1600m depth) corresponding to the isopycnals that have maximum zonal-averaged
eddy diffusivities, we see that the enhanced eddy diffusivity follows the jet core of the ACC and also shows
topography-associated local enhancement, consistent with Abernathey et al. [2010] and Lu and Speer [2010].
Most of the eddy diffusivity coefficients in this depth range are positive, and the occurrence of the negative eddy
diffusivities is much less than those in the mixed layer. In fact, most of the scattered negative values of eddy
diffusivity in Figure 3d are associatedwith topography-induced stationarymesoscale eddies (Figure 3e) and there
is little negative eddy diffusivities due to the transient eddies. The joint PDFs of the total κh versus stationary and
transient κh (Figures 3k and 3l) show that most of the negative eddy diffusivities at the abyssal layers come from
stationary mesoscale eddies, whereas the transient-eddy-induced eddy fluxes are downgradient. Rhines and
Holland [1979] and Holland and Rhines [1980] noted that the eddy diffusivity at the abyssal layer should be
positive in their two-layer quasi-geostrophic model, although their model is for gyres in closed basin. Our result
suggests that their analysis also holds for the ACC, because the abyssal circulation in the Southern Ocean is also
mainly eddy driven. The topography-induced stationary eddies, however, may result in upgradient eddy fluxes in
the deep layers and may be responsible for the greater part of the negative eddy diffusivity there.

The eddy diffusivities in Figure 3 were calculated based on the flux-gradient relationship by decomposing the
flux into the components along and perpendicular to the thickness gradient and assuming the isotropy of
eddy diffusivity. Although that assumption has been widely adopted as an approximation in the diagnostics
and parameterization of eddies, the anisotropy of eddy transport tensor has been observed [e.g., Fox-Kemper
et al., 2013]. Here we further diagnose the anisotropy by analyzing the diagonal elements (Kxx and Kyy) of
the transport tensor (Figure 4) averaged over the isopycnals between 1300m and 1600m depth. Note that
the off-diagonal elements (not shown) are mainly antisymmetric; therefore, we may use the original Kxx
and Kyy to represent the symmetric part of the tensor without the rotation of the tensor. Similar to the

Figure 4. Kxx (100m
2/s) due to the (a) total, (b) stationary, and (c) transient mesoscale eddies at middepth (1300–1600m);

(d–f) The same as Figures 4a–4c but for Kyy (100m
2/s). The joint PDFs of Kyy (ordinate, m

2/s) versus Kxx (abscissa, m
2/s)

for (g) total, (h) stationary, and (i) transient mesoscale eddies. Red curve: maxP(Kxx|Kyy); blue curve: maxP(Kyy|Kxx) (see
the main text).
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along-gradient diffusivity in Figure 3d, both Kxx and Kyy are mainly positive, which suggests the downgradient
transport of thickness, but there are also some regions that have negative values or upgradient thickness
fluxes. A comparison of Kxx and Kyy shows that Kxx is generally larger and more spatially heterogeneous than
Kyy, whereas both Kxx and Kyy follow the ACC jet core. The difference between Kxx and Kyy suggests the
anisotropy of eddy diffusivity, which is not shown in the along-gradient diffusivity in Figure 3.

The sources of anisotropy in eddy diffusivity remain unclear [Fox-Kemper et al., 2013], but we found that part of
the anisotropy in the eddy diffusivity is due to the stationary eddies (Figures 4c and 4d). If the effect of the sta-
tionary eddies is removed, the remaining Kxx and Kyy (Figures 4e and 4f) due to transient eddies become closer
to one another and more isotropic. The joint PDFs of Kxx and Kyy (Figures 4g and 4i) are used to further quantify
the isotropy of the diffusivities. If the joint PDFs are more clustered near the diagonal line (i.e., Kxx = Kyy), and if
the curves representing the maximum PDF of Kyy (Kxx) for a given Kxx (Kyy), labeled as maxP(Kyy|Kxx) and
maxP(Kxx|Kyy), respectively, are closer to one another and to the diagonal line in the figure, then the degree
of isotropy is higher. After the effect of the stationary eddies is removed, the joint PDF of the Kxx-Kyy pairs
due to the transient eddies (Figure 4i) is much closer to the diagonal line, and hence more isotropic than that
due to the total eddies (Figure 4g). Indeed, the PDF of the Kxx-Kyy pairs with |Kxx-Kyy|≤ 250m2/s, i.e., the sum of
the joint PDFs over the two dashed lines in the figure, is 0.34 for the total eddies, but 0.51 for the transient
eddies (Table S1). The nearly perpendicular condition of the maxP(Kyy|Kxx) and maxP(Kxx|Kyy) curves in
Figure 4h illustrates the anisotropy of stationary eddy diffusivity. Therefore, the effect of topography-induced
stationary eddies is one of the major sources responsible for the anisotropy in the eddy diffusivity.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, by applying a modified Lorenz-type decomposition in which a moving box car averaging was
used for spatial averaging and annual averaging for the temporal mean, we decomposed the oceanic mesos-
cale eddies into stationary and transient eddies. The stationary mesoscale eddies contribute nonnegligible
parts to the total eddy kinetic energy (EKE), eddy enstrophy, and the total eddy-induced isopycnal thickness
and potential vorticity (PV) fluxes. Beneath the middepth (about 1000m) the upgradient eddy flux, or the
negative eddy diffusivity, is mainly attributed to the stationary mesoscale eddies, whereas the remaining
eddy diffusivity due to the transient mesoscale eddies is positive. A quantitative method based on joint
PDFs is developed to measure the anisotropy of eddy diffusivity, and we found that the stationary mesoscale
eddies are one of the major sources responsible for the anisotropy of the eddy diffusivity.

The upgradient eddy fluxes do not necessarily imply antidiffusivity. By assuming a local, linear relationship
between the eddy flux and the gradient of the mean field, the coefficient takes the form of (and has been
called) the eddy diffusivity, but the physical process responsible for the upgradient flux may not be diffusion
itself. The theoretical understanding of the upgradient fluxes may be obtained from the budget of eddy
thickness variance and enstrophy [e.g., Rhines and Holland, 1979] or the budget of the EKE [e.g., Zhai and
Marshall, 2013]. Because the tracers, including heat and salt, have sources and sinks due to air-sea exchanges
and are therefore not conservative, it is more important to correctly represent the upgradient eddy transport
of these tracers, including the part associated with topography-induced stationary eddies, rather than to seek
purely positive diffusivity parameters.
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